**Super Freeze Challenge**

**Freeze a Tee and See Who Can De-Thaw It Fastest!**

You have the ability to freeze time, just like Innovation Force™ member and National Inventors Hall of Fame Inductee Steve Sasson did when he invented the world’s first digital camera! In this two-day challenge, put your superpower to use by testing time, and your friends, to see who can unfreeze a frozen T-shirt the fastest. The person that speed de-thaws their shirt the fastest and says “Brrrr!” first is the winner!

**What You Need:**
- Your Camp Invention T-shirt (you won’t need to wear it, just have it ready)
- An old shirt that you don’t mind getting wet
- A friend or family member
- Water and some empty space in the freezer

**Step One**

**Day One**

Completely soak your Camp Invention T-shirt in water and ask your friend or family member to do the same with the other shirt. Now, get rollin’!
- Wring out each shirt, then separately fold and roll them up.
- Place both shirts in the freezer and make sure they don’t touch. Let them sit overnight.

**Step Two**

**Day Two**

Now that your shirts are completely frozen, it’s time to compete! Grab your friend and take the shirts out of the freezer.

**Step Three**

**Day Two**

Ready, set, un-freeze! Problem-solve to see who can thaw out their shirt the fastest. Once your shirt is not frozen, put it on! The first person to complete this task and yell “Brrrr!” is the winner! (Please do not hit the frozen T-shirt against any objects like furniture or other people.)

**Step Four**

**Day Two**

Write down your experiences in your Camp Invention inventor’s log!

Things to think about:
- What’s the first thing you thought of when you pulled your T-shirt out of the freezer?
- What was the method that helped you thaw out your T-shirt?
- How is freezing an item like stopping time?